Recent research has shown close links between spatial and mathematical thinking and between spatial abilities and motor skills. However, longitudinal research examining the relations between motor, spatial, and mathematical skills is rare, and the nature of these relations remains unclear. The present study thus investigated the relation between children's motor control and their spatial and proportional reasoning. We measured 6-year-olds' spatial scaling (i.e., the ability to reason about different-sized spaces), their mental transformation skills, and their ability to balance on one leg as an index for motor control. One year later (N = 126), we tested the same children's understanding of proportions. We also assessed several control variables (verbal IQ and socio-economic status) as well as inhibitory control, visuo-spatial and verbal working memory. Stepwise hierarchical regressions showed that, after accounting for effects of control variables, children's balance skills significantly increased the explained variance in their spatial performance and proportional reasoning. Our results suggest specific relations between balance skills and spatial as well as proportional reasoning skills that cannot be explained by general differences in executive functioning or intelligence.
INTRODUCTION
The idea that cognitive and motor development are closely intertwined goes back to early developmental theories (e.g., Gesell and Thompson, 1934; Piaget, 1952) . For example, Piaget claimed that the emergence of cognitive skills is based on sensorimotor experience. With increasing motor activity, infants become equipped with new possibilities to discover their environment and understand themselves as active agents, resulting in increasingly differentiated cognitive structures. These early seminal theories laid the basis for later theoretical frameworks (e.g., Gibson, 1988; Bushnell and Boudreau, 1993; Diamond, 2000) and inspired many studies supporting a close relation between motor and cognitive development in general and spatial cognition in particular. Another line of research showed a specific connection between performance on spatial cognitive tasks and mathematical thinking (for a review, see Mix and Cheng, 2012) . However, research examining the relations between motor, spatial, and mathematical skills is rare, and the nature of these relations remains unclear. The present study thus investigated the relation between children's balance skills and their spatial scaling, mental transformation, as well as proportional reasoning skills, using a longitudinal approach.
Relation Between Motor and Cognitive (Spatial) Skills
Previous research has shown that providing infants with increased experience in a particular motor skill such as reaching enhanced their object segregation skills (Needham, 2000) , visual exploration of faces and objects Needham, 2010, 2011) , and understanding of intentional movements (Sommerville et al., 2005 ; for a review, see Hauf, 2007) . It has also been shown that the onset of motor milestones such as independent sitting or walking had beneficial effects on infants' perceptual abilities (Campos et al., 1992; Soska et al., 2010) and on their social-emotional development (for a review, see Campos et al., 2000) . Moreover, longitudinal studies indicated that early gross-motor skills predicted later cognitive performance, such as executive functions or perceptual processing (Murray et al., 2006; Piek et al., 2008) . Even at old age, motor abilities have been found to be associated with cognitive performance (e.g., perceptual speed and executive control, Voelcker-Rehage et al., 2010) .
Further evidence for a close link between motor development and cognitive performance comes from a study by Davis et al. (2011) . Using standardized tests, the authors found that cognitive and motor skills were closely related in children between 4 and 11 years of age. Interestingly, a principal component analysis revealed that children's visual processing and fine manual control showed considerable cross-loadings on both a cognitive and a motor factor. The authors concluded that the interrelation between cognitive and motor development may be underpinned by these specific skills. However, both of these variables were assessed using tasks that required high-level spatial processing. For example, visual processing was assessed by having participants construct a copy of an abstract design using 3D shapes or find the fastest route across a grid with obstacles. Fine manual control tasks included coloring, drawing, folding, cutting-out forms, and copying geometric shapes. Therefore, it could be argued that spatial skills were in fact responsible for the observed correlations.
Indeed, many studies found specific relations between motor ability and spatial cognition, with a particular focus on mental rotation. They showed that manual experience enhanced infants' mental rotation performance (e.g., Möhring and Frick, 2013; Schwarzer et al., 2013b; Frick and Wang, 2014) , and that infants' locomotor experience was associated with a better understanding of rotational movements Schwarzer et al., 2013a) . Furthermore, correlational evidence indicated that 5-to 6-year-olds' motor control and coordination skills were associated with mental rotation (Jansen and Heil, 2010) . More specifically, Jansen and colleagues (Jansen et al., 2011; Jansen and Kaltner, 2014) , showed that balance skills were especially important in predicting 10-year-olds' and older adults' mental rotation performance.
Relation Between Spatial and Mathematical Skills
Another body of research has provided mounting evidence suggesting that spatial reasoning is closely related to mathematical understanding (for a review, see Mix and Cheng, 2012) . For example, findings have demonstrated connections between mental object rotation and arithmetic skills in adolescents (Reuhkala, 2001; Kyttälä and Lehto, 2008) , as well as mental rotation and performance on the math subtest of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Casey et al., 1995) . Longitudinal studies indicated that children's mental transformation skills predicted their accuracy in locating numbers on a line, which in turn was related to their later mathematical proficiency (Gunderson et al., 2012; LeFevre et al., 2013) . Furthermore, a training study showed that spatial-numerical training was more beneficial for preschoolers' mental number line performance and mathematical achievement than purely numerical training (Fischer et al., 2011) . Considering this evidence for a strong link between spatial and mathematical skills, as well as the literature showing a close connection between spatial abilities and motor processes outlined above, the question emerges whether motor skills are also related to children's mathematical performance.
Relation Between Mathematical and Motor Skills
There actually is some evidence that motor skills may be associated with math performance. For example, Lopes et al. (2013) assessed motor coordination and academic achievement (Language and Math National Exams) in Portuguese 9-to 12-year-olds, and found that children with motor coordination deficits exhibited a higher probability of low academic achievement compared to children with normal motor coordination. This result is all the more alarming considering that 52% of the children were found to exhibit motor coordination deficits and no child showed good motor coordination. Other research (Carlson et al., 2008) found that the number of hours of physical education per week was associated with higher mathematics performance in female (but not male) kindergarteners and first-graders. Furthermore, longitudinal findings (Luo et al., 2007) indicated that fine-motor skills significantly predicted mathematics achievement over time (kindergarten through first grade), and likely explained performance differences between ethnic groups in the United States.
However, many of the previous studies investigating a link between motor skills and academic achievement did not control for general cognitive abilities, which makes the results hard to interpret. For example, it is possible that the correlations were due the children's general developmental status, and that some children were more mature and advanced in all of the variables measured. Such a scenario is not unlikely, as deficits in cognitive and motor development often co-occur (e.g., Piek et al., 2004) and motor skills are considered an important index for brain maturation (Magill, 1996) . Another possibility is that a positive association between motor and cognitive skills is due to a specific relation. Consequently, in order to find out more about the specific nature of the relation between motor and cognitive abilities and possible shared processes, it is necessary to control for such general cognitive variables.
Rationale and Aims of the Study
In the present study, we investigated whether motor control is related to 6-year-old children's spatial skills as well as predictive for their understanding of proportions, using a longitudinal design. In contrast to previous studies, we controlled for general cognitive abilities as well as other possible covariates that will be described below. We tested children shortly before and after they transitioned to primary school, because spatial skills can be measured reliably but still develop considerably at this age, and would therefore exhibit large individual variance. Furthermore, we intended to assess basic mathematical skills (proportional reasoning) at an age when it was unlikely that children had received much formal educational input on the specific topic yet.
As an index for motor control, we assessed children's ability to stand on one leg. Balance skills have previously been associated with cognitive ability in 5-to 6-year-old boys (Planinsec, 2002) , reading and math skills in 7-to 11-year-olds (Knight and Rizzuto, 1993) , spatial skills (Jansen et al., 2011; Jansen and Kaltner, 2014) , and executive functioning in adolescents (Rigoli et al., 2012) . Furthermore, balance is a prerequisite for many more complex motor skills (such as walking or riding a bicycle). Thus, it is relevant for locomotor abilities, which in turn are related to spatial skills early in life Schwarzer et al., 2013a ). Yet, unlike many other motor tasks, balance does not require high-level spatial processing, and can therefore be considered a pure measure of motor control.
As measures of spatial skills, we assessed children's mental transformation abilities, using the Children Mental Transformation Task (Levine et al., 1999) . This test assesses children's ability to mentally combine two shapes (by translation or rotation). Based on previous findings (Jansen et al., 2011) , we expected that children's mental transformation skills would be related to motor control. However, in extension to previous research that mainly focused on mental rotation, we also assessed children's spatial scaling abilities using the Spatial Scaling Test (Frick and Newcombe, 2012) . Spatial scaling refers to the ability to compare different-sized spaces. We expected to find a similar link to motor control, based on recent findings suggesting that spatial scaling is based on similar mental transformation strategies (transforming one space in size to match the other) as mental rotation (transforming one object in orientation to match the other; Möhring et al., 2014) . The relation between spatial scaling and motor abilities has not been investigated to date. This is surprising given that spatial scaling is a foundational skill for understanding and using scaled representations (i.e., maps or models) and plays an important role for many daily and professional activities, such as using a map to navigate or a blueprint to build a skyscraper.
Scaling also has important educational implications and has been defined as an important and overarching theme for science education by the U.S. National Research Council (2012). In fact, previous research has indicated that children's spatial scaling abilities are closely related to the ability to reason about proportions (Boyer and Levine, 2012; Möhring et al., 2015a) . Proportional reasoning, in turn, has been associated with children's formal fraction knowledge (Möhring et al., 2015b) , raising the possibility that proportional reasoning might be an important precondition for children's understanding of crucial mathematical concepts, such as fractions or divisions. Given these close relations, in the present study we tested the same children's understanding of proportions one year later. Children were given the Proportional Reasoning Task (adapted from Möhring et al., 2015a) , in which they were asked to rate how much cherry flavor would be tasted in different juice-water mixtures.
We also assessed several possible covariates. Previous studies have revealed that keeping postural control requires highlevel cognitive processes such as attention (for a review, see Woollacott and Shumway-Cook, 2002) . Motor control was also associated with inhibition and working memory (WM; Piek et al., 2004; Roebers and Kauer, 2009) , with visuo-spatial WM being more important than verbal WM (Alloway and Temple, 2007; Rigoli et al., 2012) . Moreover, WM was found to be related to mathematical performance in adults, typically developing children, and in children with math difficulties (for a review, see Raghubar et al., 2010) . Similar to findings for motor control, visuo-spatial WM in particular was related to mathematical understanding (Kyttälä et al., 2003; Bull et al., 2008) , and locating relational quantities on a number line (Vukovic et al., 2014) .
Consequently, one potential factor underlying the motorcognition link might be found in children's executive functions. Indeed, Roebers et al. (2013) found that after accounting for executive functions (inhibition, cognitive flexibility, verbal WM), fine-motor skills no longer predicted children's school achievement. Similarly, Lehmann et al. (2014) showed that after controlling for WM, balance skill was no longer related to children's mental rotation performance. Thus, these studies point to a major contribution of executive functions to the motorcognition link, which is why we included measures of children's inhibitory control, verbal, and visuo-spatial WM. Finally, to control for general effects of intelligence, we also included a measure of verbal IQ (i.e., an IQ measure that is minimally related to spatial, mathematical, and motor skills). Furthermore, socioeconomic status (SES) was assessed to control for general effects of children's social environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The present research was conducted as part of a larger longitudinal study investigating how spatial skills in kindergarten are related to later school achievement. Children were recruited during their last kindergarten year in 24 different rural and urban kindergartens in Switzerland. Signed parental consent forms and children's verbal assents were obtained prior to the study from 140 children (62 girls, mean age = 6.49 years, SD = 0.27, range = 6.01-6.99; 78 boys, mean age = 6.46, SD = 0.34, range = 5.99-7.01). One year later, the same children were tested again, except for 14 children, who had moved to a different school district (2), were sick on the day of assessment (1), or no longer had parental consent (11). The final sample for which both complete data sets were available comprised 126 children (55 girls, mean age = 7.55 years, SD = 0.28, range = 6.98-8.09; 71 boys, mean age = 7.53, SD = 0.35, range = 6.95-8.13).
Procedures followed ethical guidelines and were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Bern.
Procedure
The first assessment (T1) was administered at the end of children's last kindergarten year, before children transitioned to primary school. The second assessment (T2) took place at the end of first grade. T1 consisted of two test sessions, each lasting about 30 min, with about 1-2 weeks in between (M = 10.4 days; SD = 8.5 days). Children were tested individually in a separate room in their kindergarten. For most tests, materials were presented on a table, with the experimenter sitting orthogonally to the side of the participants. Children completed the Spatial Scaling Test (SST: Frick and Newcombe, 2012) , and the Children's Mental Transformation Task (CMTT, Levine et al., 1999) among four other tasks examining spatial transformation abilities 1 . Children also completed some tasks that assessed nonspatial skills, such as inhibitory control, verbal IQ, and balance. Furthermore, SES was assessed via parent questionnaires. At T2, visuo-spatial and verbal working memory were assessed along with proportional reasoning skills in one single session. In the following, the tasks that were at the focus of the present paper will be described in more detail; descriptions of the tasks that were not central to the present research question can be found in the respective publications (see Footnote 1). After each session, children were praised regardless of the level of their performance and received a small snack or toy.
Measures
Children's balance was measured as an index of gross-motor skills. Children were asked to stand on one leg as long as they could, while the experimenter measured the time (in s) using a stopwatch. If a child was only able to balance for a few seconds, he or she was instructed to relax, take a deep breath, and then allowed a second try. Hopping was not allowed and the test was ended after a maximum of 100 s.
In the Spatial Scaling Test (SST, Frick and Newcombe, 2012) , children were told a story about a farmer, whose chickens hid their eggs in the fields. They were presented with drawings of green "fields" (see Figure 1A) . The shapes of the fields were rectangular (22 cm by 14 cm), long narrow strips (26 cm by 4 cm), or circular (20 cm in diameter; with two landmarks). In each trial, a map was placed directly to the right of the field. The map showed the same picture with a target object (egg) in it, and either had the same size or was smaller than the field, such that every distance on the map corresponded to a four times larger distance in the field. Children were asked to help the farmer find the eggs by placing a small rubber peg on the field in the same position where the picture (map) showed the egg. Every combination of scaling factor and field was presented four times, using different target locations, amounting to a total of 24 trials, which took approximately 7-8 min to complete. The experimenter marked the position and scored the responses after the experiment, using a transparency that showed concentric circles of increasing radii (1, 1.5, and 2 cm) around the target locations. Responses within these circles were scored with 1, 2/3, or 1/3 point, respectively, and summed across trials.
The Children's Mental Transformation Task (CMTT) was adapted from Levine et al. (1999) . Children were presented with two black shapes on white paper. They were asked to imagine what kind of shape the two pieces would form if moved together and choose among four presented alternatives. We used an abbreviated version of the original test, presenting 12 items in which the two pieces had to be translated horizontally and rotated 60 • each to form the target shape, and 12 items that required a diagonal translation but no rotation. These 24 items took children approximately 6-9 min to complete.
The Proportional Reasoning Task was adapted from Möhring et al. (2015a) . Children were told a story about a bear, who likes to drink cherry juice mixed with water. Then, children were presented with combinations of red and blue rectangles representing cherry juice and water that were 2 cm wide and of varying lengths (see Figure 1B ). Children were asked to estimate the cherry taste of each mixture by drawing a mark on a horizontal line (15 cm). A single cherry to the left of the rating scale indicated a weak cherry taste; a heap of cherries to the right of the rating scale indicated a strong cherry taste. Two instruction trials presented mixtures that were not used in later test trials (first trial: 1 unit juice vs. 10 units water, second trial: 3 units juice vs. 0.3 unit water), and children were given corrective feedback. Children did not receive feedback on subsequent test trials, in which three levels of juice (2, 4, 6 units) and water (3, 6, 9 units) were combined in a full factorial design. These nine combinations were shown twice, amounting to 18 trials that were presented in a quasi-random order that avoided direct repetitions of factor levels. The task took approximately 5-6 min. After the task, the experimenter measured the locations of the marks on the rating scale (in mm).
Inhibitory control was measured using the Fruit Stroop task (Archibald and Kerns, 1999) , in an adapted version by Röthlisberger et al. (2010) . This task is appropriate for preschool or kindergarten children, because as opposed to the classic Stroop task, it does not require reading skills (MacLeod, 1991) . Children saw a total of four A4 pages. The first page contained 25 colored squares (blue, yellow, red, green) and children were asked to name the colors of the squares, going through them row by row (baseline). The second page showed 25 colored fruits and vegetables, and children were again asked to name their colors (congruent). Page 3 showed the same fruits and vegetables in black-and-white (neutral), and page 4 in wrong colors (incongruent), and children were asked to name the colors they should have (e.g., a banana was shown in blue with the correct response being "yellow"). The task took approximately 6-7 min. An interference score was calculated after a formula suggested by Archibald and Kerns (1999) , which calculates costs in response times when seeing incongruent colors, taking into account children's baseline naming speeds. Higher scores indicate stronger interference (and lower inhibitory control). Children's visuo-spatial working memory was tested using the Position Span Task that was newly designed for the present study. The task was based on the Corsi block-tapping task (Corsi, 1972) , but the stimuli were made more child-friendly and presented on a computer monitor (19" laptop, presented with Microsoft PowerPoint). Children saw the head of a groundhog pop up (2 s) in different locations on a green 4 by 4 grid (see Figure 2) . Between the appearances, the empty grid remained visible (0.5 s). After a sequence of targets, the empty grid showed up with a red frame around it, and children were asked to point to where they had seen the animal pop up in backward order. Span length (i.e., number of targets) started at two and was increased by one after every third trial (up to a maximum of seven targets). If on any difficulty level a child made more than two mistakes, the test was terminated. The task took approximately 5-8 min.
Responses were scored with one point for every sequence that was reproduced in the correct order.
Children's verbal working memory was tested using the Backward Color Recall Task (Schmid et al., 2008) . Children saw a sequence of colored circles (blue, yellow, red, green, brown, black) showing up (1 s) in the center of the white computer screen. Between the appearances, the screen was completely white (1 s). Children were asked to name the colors in backward order when a visual prompt appeared. Span length (number of circles) started at two and was increased by one after every third trial (up to a maximum of seven circles). The test was terminated if a child made two or more mistakes on one difficulty level. The task took approximately 3-5 min. Responses were scored with one point for every sequence that was reproduced in the correct order.
Verbal IQ was assessed using the active and passive vocabulary subtests of the HAWIVA-III (Ricken et al., 2007) . On the passive vocabulary subtest, children saw four pictures and had to point to the one that the experimenter named; on the active vocabulary test, children were shown one picture and asked to name it. The subtests took about 3-4 min each. Scores were summed across active and passive vocabulary subtests to obtain a general vocabulary score, and transformed into a verbal IQ score according to norm tables.
Socio-economic Status was calculated based on parents'
occupations, which were classified according to the 'International Standard Classification of Occupation' (ISCO-88, International Labour Office, 1990 ) and then transformed into an 'International Socio-Economic Index' (ISEI: Ganzeboom et al., 1992) . We used the higher ISEI of the mother or father. If no present occupation was indicated for either of them, we used the ISEI of the occupation they were trained for. Using this procedure, we were able to determine the SES of all but three children (2%).
RESULTS
Data of 126 children were available for T1 and T2. In a first step, we scanned each variable for outliers and excluded values that were more than 2.5 standard deviations above or below the mean (1-4 values, 0.8-3% per variable).
The data of the proportional reasoning task were standardized to account for individual response tendencies (cf. Möhring et al., 2015a,b) . That is, some children may have used the entire rating scale for their proportional estimations, whereas others may have constrained their responses to only one end of the scale. To account for such individual tendencies to shift responses to one end of the rating scale, we used a withinparticipant standardization (ipsatization; Hicks, 1970) . Each child's individual mean was subtracted from his or her responses and these values were divided by the child's individual standard deviation. In order to create an index for children's proportional reasoning performance in terms of their deviation from the normative responses, we calculated the mean absolute difference between these ipsatized responses and the correct (ipsatized) values.
Descriptives
Means, standard deviations, and ranges of the abilities tested are summarized in Table 1. In the balance task, 15 children (5 boys and 10 girls) were able to stand on one leg for the maximum of 100 s. To test for possible sex differences, a MANOVA was calculated with all variables in Table 1 and SES as dependent variables and sex as a between-participant variable. The analysis showed a significant effect of sex, F(9,96) = 1.96, p < 0.05, η 2 = 0.16. Post hoc pairwise comparisons (Sidak corrected) revealed that this was mainly due to a significant sex difference in balance skills, with girls showing better performance (M = 59.1, SD = 31.7) than boys (M = 37.6, SD = 29.7). There were no further effects of sex (all ps > 0.07). Table 2 show that proportional reasoning, spatial scaling, and mental transformation abilities were significantly related. That is, children with higher spatial scaling and mental transformation scores showed smaller deviations from the normative responses in the proportional reasoning test. More importantly, spatial scaling, mental transformation, and proportional reasoning abilities were also strongly correlated to how long children were able to stand on one leg 2 . Children with better balance skills showed higher scaling and mental transformation scores and smaller deviations in the proportional reasoning task, even after accounting for differences in verbal IQ and sex. Visuo-spatial WM was correlated to balance, spatial scaling, mental transformation, and proportional reasoning (the latter being reduced to a trend when controlled for verbal IQ and sex) 3 . In contrast, verbal WM, inhibitory control, and SES were not significantly correlated to any variables of interest, and were therefore not considered in the following analyses.
Correlations
Pearson correlations in
Relation Between Balance Skills and Spatial Scaling
To investigate whether children's balance skills were related to their ability to scale spatial information even after accounting for effects of control variables and visuo-spatial WM, a hierarchical linear regression analysis was carried out with scaling performance as the predicted variable. As predictor variables, the control variables of sex and verbal IQ were entered in a first 2 These correlations of main interest were still significant if Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were applied. Bonferroni corrections were not applied on the entire correlation matrix in order not to inflate type II error probability, and not to increase the risk of failing to detect possibly important predictors that should be accounted for in the subsequent regression analyses. 3 Normal distributions of the responses could not be assumed for all variables. Therefore, we also ran the correlation analyses using the bootstrapping method (cf. Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) . In these analyses the same correlations proved to be significant at p < 0.05, except that with bootstrapping, the partial correlation between visuo-spatial WM and proportional reasoning was also significant (r partial = −0.20, p < 0.05), and the correlation between scaling and proportional reasoning was no longer significant (r = −0.14, p = 0.15; r partial = −0.15, p = 0.14). step, visuo-spatial WM in a second step, and balance in a third step. Because normal distribution could not be assumed for all residuals, bootstrapped p-values are reported here and in the following analyses (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) . Results showed that the control variables and visuo-spatial WM explained 15% of the variance. Visuo-spatial WM was the only significant predictor (β = 0.39, p < 0.01). However, even after accounting for these effects, balance still explained an additional, significant part of the variance ( R 2 = 0.06, β = 0.27, p < 0.01).
Relation Between Balance Skills and Mental Transformation
To test whether balance skills were connected to children's mental transformation performance as measured by the CMTT, above and beyond effects of control variables and visuo-spatial WM, we ran a regression analysis similar to the one above, but with the CMTT score as predicted variable. The control variables (sex and verbal IQ) were again entered as predictor variables in a first step, followed by visuo-spatial WM in the second step, and balance in the third step. The analysis revealed that the control variables and visuo-spatial WM accounted for 17% of the variance, with verbal IQ (β = 0.26, p < 0.01) and visuo-spatial WM (β = 0.30, p < 0.01) being significant predictors. Again, adding balance increased the explained variance significantly ( R 2 = 0.04, β = 0.23, p < 0.01).
Relation Between Balance Skills and Proportional Reasoning
To examine whether balance skills were connected to children's ability to reason about proportions above and beyond effects of control variables and visuo-spatial WM, we ran a regression analysis similar to the one above, but with proportional reasoning as predicted variable. The control variables (sex and verbal IQ) were again entered as predictor variables in a first step, followed by visuo-spatial WM in the second step, and balance in the third step. The analysis revealed that the control variables and visuospatial WM accounted for 14% of the variance, with verbal IQ being the strongest and only significant predictor among these variables (β = −0.33, p < 0.01). Again, adding balance increased the explained variance significantly ( R 2 = 0.04, β = −0.22, p < 0.013 4 ).
DISCUSSION
The results of the present study indicate a tight relation between balance skills and spatial scaling as well as mental transformation performance. Hierarchical linear regression analyses revealed that balance explained a significant proportion of the variance in spatial scaling as well as in mental transformation scores, even after accounting for children's verbal IQ, sex, and visuo-spatial WM. These results extend previous research that investigated the predictive value of balance skills on mental rotation performance (Jansen et al., 2011; Jansen and Kaltner, 2014) , and also supports recent research suggesting that spatial scaling is based on similar mechanisms as mental rotation . Regression analyses showed that balance skills in kindergarten explained a significant amount of the variance in proportional reasoning skills at the end of first grade, above and beyond effects of verbal IQ, sex, and visuo-spatial WM. Given that proportional reasoning seems to be closely connected to children's formal fraction knowledge (Möhring et al., 2015b) , it might be considered as an index of formal mathematical skills. Therefore, our results not only indicate a strong relation between motor and spatial abilities, but also point to a connection between motor and some mathematical skills. Future research may clarify how scaling abilities relate to broader and more standardized measures of mathematical abilities or to mathematical abilities that do not rely on proportional reasoning.
Contrary to previous findings (Roebers et al., 2013; Lehmann et al., 2014) , motor skill was still a significant predictor for cognitive performance after accounting for effects of WM. The differences to Lehmann et al. (2014) results might be explained by differences in age groups and sample sizes. Lehmann et al. (2014) tested much younger children, who showed bottom effects and very little variance on some variables. Furthermore, the regression analyses of the present study presumably had more power due to a larger sample size and fewer predictors. The discrepancies to Roebers et al. (2013) results could be due to the fact that those results were based on fine-motor skills, whereas the present study focused on a gross-motor skill. Indeed, Piek et al. (2008) showed that gross-motor not finemotor skills predicted later cognitive performance. But also the cognitive skills that were measured in the two studies differed considerably, with the present study focusing on the much more specific skill of proportional reasoning, rather than academic achievement in general. Future research should take a closer look at the specific roles of fine-and gross-motor skills for academic achievement in general, and math performance in particular.
The present study not only showed that balance was still a significant predictor for spatial as well as proportional reasoning skills after accounting for verbal IQ, SES, and visuo-spatial WM, but also no correlations were found with verbal WM and inhibitory control. These findings rule out the possibility that results might have been driven by individual differences in children's general intelligence or developmental status and, therefore, suggest very specific relations between balance skills and spatial and proportional reasoning. The causal direction of these relations cannot be determined based on the present correlational results. However, it is likely that balance skills are foundational for spatial and proportional reasoning abilities, based on findings obtained with cross-lagged designs (Roebers et al., 2013) , which showed that motor skills were more predictive for later cognitive performance than viceversa. Further evidence for a causal role of motor skills comes from experimental training studies showing beneficial effects of infants' motor experience on cognitive performance (e.g., Needham, 2000; Needham, 2010, 2011; Möhring and Frick, 2013; Schwarzer et al., 2013a; Frick and Wang, 2014) .
But how may a connection between children's balance and spatial skills as well as their later proportional reasoning be explained, and why is balance especially such a strong predictor? There are at least two possibilities. On the one hand, balance is an important precondition for many other motor tasks, such as independent locomotion. Thus, having good balance skills may facilitate children's opportunities to actively explore their spatial environment. This may boost their spatial cognitive skills, as it allows them to build better spatial mental representations of their surroundings and to gain a deeper understanding of spatial relations between objects and agents. On the other hand, good balance skills may be indicative of an effective coordination of visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular information, which might be a precondition for building a stable representation of our spatial environment. For example, in order to perceive the environment as stable, the brain needs to combine single visual inputs (e.g., from fixations between saccades) with information about body posture, head, and eye-movement. Having good balance skills may ensure reliable information from these senses and provide a solid basis for sensory integration, which may be an important precondition for constructing robust spatial representations. As outlined by Gunderson et al. (2012) , such robust spatial representations may also play a crucial role in building meaningful spatial representations of numbers, which leads to an improved mathematical understanding (cf. Siegler and Booth, 2004 ; see also Walsh, 2003 , for a theory on how concepts of space and number may be connected).
CONCLUSION
Results from the present study showed that balance skills in kindergarten were (a) positively associated with spatial scaling and spatial transformation skills, and (b) predictive for proportional reasoning skills at the end of first grade, even after accounting for children's verbal IQ, SES, and visuo-spatial WM. Results further suggested that these relations are very specific and not due to general differences in intelligence or executive functions. Future intervention and training studies are needed to clarify the causal role of motor development and the particular importance of balance skills for children's cognitive development. In our increasingly technological society, and especially in urban environments, children have fewer opportunities to practice gross-motor skills, whereas fine-motor skills may be less restricted. Thus, research on the effects of decreased balance skills on cognitive development is of high relevance, and may have important implications for academic success.
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